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In Bryan Fuller’s television show Hannibal (2013–2015), the kitchen and
dining room are represented as traditional spaces for the sociocultural
experience of cooking and eating food; however, the deliberate use of editing techniques subverts the conventionality of these spaces by re-formalizing them as crime and murder scenes. Here I consider how Fuller’s
Hannibal deploys editing and the concept of “collisional montage” to provoke a spatial nexus between murder and the kitchen, and thus cannibalism
and eating animals. This collisional dynamic corresponds with the theorization of montage by Soviet filmmaker and film theorist Sergei Eisenstein:
“from the collision of two given factors arises a concept.”1 Following this
theorem, I argue that in Fuller’s Hannibal, montage reformulates the monstrosity of cannibalism in its association with everyday meat-eating.
Moreover, because intertextual and paratextual knowledge already informs
viewers that Hannibal Lecter is a cannibal, I contend that the ambiguity of
Lecter’s meals is less focused on the reprehensibility of cannibalism and is
instead directed towards the conflicting association between cannibalism
and everyday meat-eating. The use of montage in Fuller’s Hannibal is particularly significant in this context because editing practices cut across our
intertextual and paratextual knowledge of “Hannibal the Cannibal” in order
to problematize the aesthetic benevolence of his kitchen and dining table.
The term montage in cinema conveys various meanings, from broad editing practices to specific dialectical theorizations. Generally speaking, the
French term montage translates to mean cutting and is therefore often used
to describe the craft of editing.2 Another broad-based use of the term montage is in the more conventional and familiar form of sequential montage,
which is commonly used in American narrative cinema. Sequential montage truncates events occurring across an extended period of time and
space into a short montage sequence, while using continuous non-diegetic
music to maintain cohesion across the segment.3 By contrast, Soviet
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collisional montage, as developed and theorized by Eisenstein, specifically
denotes the conceptual and practical technique of producing transformative
images of change out of the conflict between two oppositional images.4
As Eisenstein explains, the “new concept” that emerges out of the dynamic
of collisional montage is new because “each sequential element is perceived
not next to the other, but on top of the other” and, he continues, “from the
superimposition of two elements of the same dimension always arises a
new, higher dimension.”5 In Fuller’s Hannibal, this new and higher dimension that arises from montage is the spatial reformulation of the everyday
kitchen and dining practices as crime scenes. Moreover, the intersecting
use of these various editing techniques in Hannibal also reveals an interesting “cannibalizing” quality in how montage evolves conceptually across the
television show; in this way, the use of montage self-reflects on its own use
as it develops intertextually across various sequences. This article will consider the notion of “cannibalizing montage” in tandem with its analysis of
montage and spatial collisions.
Despite these well-theorized and critically defined uses of montage in
cinema, in this article I avoid a purist categorization of editing practices in
relation to Fuller’s Hannibal. This approach is used is because whereas the
show inarguably draws on cinematic techniques and exemplifies a rich
cinematic style, it must also be acknowledged that montage potentially
manifests differently in the television form.6 It is beyond the scope of this
article to specifically address this differentiation, but it is worth noting that
the employment of montage in Fuller’s show does indeed evolve serially
across seasons. For now, I identify that while in theory Hannibal draws on
the conceptual premise of collisional montage, in practice editing defies
these discrete classifications. In this way, this analysis takes a cannibalistic
approach to interpreting montage: it assumes a cinematic foundation while
also acknowledging that the formal characteristics of television seriality
complicate traditional categorizations of cinematic techniques, such as
montage. Just as Lecter “cannibalizes” humans, turning their corpses into
gourmet, meat-based meals, Fuller’s television show “cannibalizes” cinematic montage techniques to create new meaning across a long-form television show.
Cannibalizing Hannibal

The mythos surrounding Hannibal Lecter is well-known in popular culture:
Lecter is a practicing cannibal and a respected psychiatrist who consults for
the Behavioral Analysis Unit at the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI);
he is also a highly cultivated and elite member of society with a highly
refined taste in the arts. These respected and honorable qualities in Lecter,
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including his aesthetic sensibilities, are central to how the Hannibal Lecter
franchise complicates cannibalism as an indisputable cultural taboo and
illegal practice. Although I contend that animals and meat-eating have
always played an important role throughout the franchise—from the lambs
that would not stop screaming and Lecter’s request for “lamb-chops, extra
rare” in Jonathan Demme’s The Silence of the Lambs (1991), to pigs feasting on human meat in Ridley Scott’s Hannibal (2001)7—it is Fuller’s take
on the eponymous cannibal Lecter that most productively foregrounds the
association between cannibalism and meat-eating.
The pilot episode of Hannibal, “Aperitif” (1:1), punctuates Lecter’s introduction using dynamic editing and framing, and relies on intertextual
knowledge of previous Hannibal texts. This sequence establishes a template
for Fuller’s use of montage and intertextuality throughout the television
show to position the serial-killing cannibal at the threshold between the
crime scene and the kitchen. The setting of this sequence is established at
the forensics laboratory (“lab”) at the Behavioral Analysis Unit and involves
the body of a woman whose diseased liver has been cut out and sewn back
into place. As FBI consultant and empath Will Graham realizes that the
serial killer is eating his victim, the sequence cuts to an “unidentified” man
as he delicately cuts and consumes a piece of meat. As Michael Fuchs also
notes of this scene, “montage, of course, implies that this man is the cannibal the investigators had talked about only moments earlier.”8 The way
editing is deployed in this sequence not only provokes a productive spatial
connection between human death and everyday animal consumption, but it
also introduces the show’s titular character without explicit reference.
Therefore, montage and intertextuality work in tandem in Lecter’s introduction to establish a spatial association between cannibalism, the forensics
lab, and the dining table.
The identity of this cannibal is not communicated through dialogue or
narrative exposition, but the use of intertextual allusion to the broader
franchise reveals this to be “Hannibal the Cannibal” Lecter. As Graham
reveals that “he’s eating [the victims]” (1:1), the sequence cuts from the
forensics lab to an elaborately decorated dining table, with Johann
Sebastian Bach’s Goldberg Variations heard accompanied by the close-up of
a plate, followed by the camera’s slow tilt upward to Lecter’s face. Bach’s
composition is a familiar and indeed defining signal for Lecter, notably
associated with his brutal killing and eating of prison guards in The Silence
of the Lambs. Similarly, in his comprehensive examination of the horror of
Bach in the Hannibal Lecter franchise, Carlo Cenciarelli contends that
Lecter’s initial introduction in The Silence of the Lambs also plays “with the
gap between what we know and what we see”9 and the introduction of
Lecter in Fuller’s Hannibal also draws much meaning from what we hear.
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Therefore, it is intertextual knowledge interacting with montage that drives
the productive meaning of this sequence. Fuchs states, “the use of the
Goldberg Variations announces that the show not simply draws upon earlier entries in the Lecter franchise, but rather cannibalistically incorporates
them.”10 Therefore, for Fuchs, the use of intertextual allusion in this
sequence is crucial to how montage and intertextuality work together and
he considers this association in terms that describe intertextuality’s capacity
to cannibalize texts. Thus, the notion of “cannibalistic incorporation”
describes how montage mobilizes intertextuality to amplify the sociocultural
anxieties at play across the entire Hannibal Lecter franchise.
Horror and montage

The association between culinary practice and cinematic editing expresses
the horror of Hannibal through the intersection of sociocultural thresholds
and audiovisual form and aesthetics. As Lecter delicately maneuvers sharp
knives and assembles his often-unsettling dishes—out of animal or human
meat, for it is rarely determinable—so too is the cinematic form cut up and
spliced together to incite uncertainty about the nature and origin of
Lecter’s otherwise enticing meals. The Hannibal Lecter franchise has always
provoked abject horror in its transgression of borders, and more specifically
through Lecter’s defiance of conventional sociocultural understandings of
monstrosity. As Diana Fuss says of Silence of the Lambs, “‘Hannibal the
Cannibal’ covets and feeds on human flesh in one of the most serious
transgressions against the social prohibition separating the inedible from
the edible, the human from the animal, the cultural from the natural.”11 In
this way, the abject horror of Lecter’s monstrosity across his various iterations is grounded in the moral reprehensibility of cannibalism. However, in
Fuller’s Hannibal, cannibalism is rendered even more horrifying through
its correlation with the socially and legally legitimized practice of killing
and eating animals.
The confrontation of sociocultural oppositions and boundaries is a fundamental tenet of the horror genre, in which monsters lurk at indeterminate thresholds and represent the expelled characteristics of social and moral
order. As No€el Carroll contends, “many monsters of the horror genre are
interstitial and/or contradictory,”12 because they often straddle the threshold between the living and the dead, as well as many other dialectics that
are important to maintaining social and cultural order. As a calculating serial killer who eats his victims, Lecter is considered the most obvious monster of the franchise; however, with Fuller’s Hannibal it is also compelling
to think about how the cinematic form presents other expressions of monstrosity, most notably the notion that montage itself is a catalyst of abject
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horror. In this way, montage is a formal and stylistic expression of what
Julia Kristeva seminally conceptualizes as abjection—that is, “the breaking
down of a world that has erased its borders.”13 As Kristeva further explicates, abjection is caused by thresholds that “disturb identity, systems, order
[and] what does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the
ambiguous, the composite.”14 In Fuller’s Hannibal, montage disrespects
borders by abruptly cutting up a sequence and splicing it back together in
ways that produce a confronting collapse of firmly accepted sociocultural boundaries.
Montage is also technically and conceptually compatible with horror
insofar as it effectively anatomizes the body and the cinematic form, slicing
it up into parts. Indeed, the use of montage to represent murder in horror
is famously exemplified in the shower sequence in Alfred Hitchcock’s
Psycho (1960), where the filmstrip is literally cut up to indirectly convey
the slashing and slicing of Marion Crane’s body. As Tony Magistrale
describes, “the editing terms used in cinematography—cuts, splices,
sutures—suggest the parallel capacity horror filmmakers share with serial
killers to investigate the human body, to dissect it and reassemble it in
ways that reflect their immediate needs.”15 In Hannibal, this investigation
of the body through editing practice is reflected in the murder of FBI crime
scene investigator Beverly Katz in the Season 2 episode, “Muk
ozuke” (2:5).
In this episode, Katz’s body is frozen and sawed into vertical slices, with
each slice displayed sequentially between glass panels. The style and aesthetic in which Katz’s body is killed, sliced, and displayed resembles the
still-frames of a cinematic moving image, which have been cut and
sequenced for productive effect. The association between Katz’s sliced-up
body and the way the photographic apparatus slices up life into discrete
frames is further illustrated by the tabloid reporter Freddie Lounds, whose
photography of the crime scene is accentuated by shutter sounds. In this
example, the crime scene is not conflated with the kitchen or dining table
but rather with the practice of photographic montage itself; this demonstrates the capacity of montage as a practice for driving the collapse of spatial and social boundaries. From here, this analysis will consider three
examples—from the episodes “OEuf” (1:4), “Sorbet” (1:7), and “Sakizuki”
(2:2)—that exemplify how editing practices collapse the spatial boundaries
separating us from murder.
Forest to frying pan

The episode “OEuf” (1:4) exemplifies how Fuller’s show uses montage to
establish a clear association between cannibalism and eating animals. FBI
Agent Jack Crawford is invited to dine with Lecter at his illustrious table,
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and is served a dish of “modified” boudin noir. The use of montage in this
scene demonstrates how collisional montage is used in Hannibal to incorporate the crime scene into the dining space. After Lecter dishes out the meal,
Crawford asks, “What am I about to put in my mouth?” to which Lecter
replies, “rabbit” (1:4). As Crawford quips, “he should have hopped faster”,
the scene abruptly cuts to a forest where an injured man desperately hops
away, then to a frying pan where Lecter tosses diced flesh over a stove. The
sequence sharply returns to the dining table to depict the consumption of
human flesh disguised as animal, as the morally acceptable and even lighthearted killing of a rabbit paradoxically intersects with the socially reprehensible murder of a human. In this moment, the murder scene, the kitchen,
and the dining table form a spatial nexus, in which the boundaries between
cultural respectability and social prohibition are indiscernible.
Throughout most of Hannibal there remains an overarching ambiguity
or uncertainty about the source of meat cooked and served by Lecter, but
this sequence in “OEuf” uses montage to decidedly direct an association
between the killing and eating of humans and animals. As Fuchs writes, in
this sequence “montage implies that the ‘rabbit’ is, in fact, human meat
and that Hannibal hunted the man like an animal in the forest.”16 While
this point is inarguable, I suggest that Fuchs’s assessment understates the
direct association between the rabbit and the human through montage in
this sequence. Montage here does not ambiguously imply that the meat is
of human origin, but directly communicates the transgressive premise of
Fuller’s Hannibal: that the sociocultural distinction between cannibalism
and eating animals is not diametrically opposed, but is—to use Eisenstein’s
terminology—superimposable.17 Fuchs considers that this premise is perhaps only equivocally implied, because “viewers can never be absolutely
certain whether Hannibal does, in fact, eat meat produced from human
bodies.”18 This point is true when considering each shot, meal, and crime
scene independently, but the use of montage presents these shots in collision and not as discrete elements. For this reason, it is perhaps not only
through “paratextual knowledge” (or intertextual allusion) and insinuation
that we can infer Lecter’s cannibalistic actions, as implied in Lecter’s first
appearance in “Aperitif”—it is in the way montage undercuts the apparent
ambiguity of this man’s identity and his culinary practices. In “OEuf”, the
conflation of a human with an animal is not merely implied or suggested,
but abruptly—and viscerally—expressed through montage.
Rolodex feast

The episode “Sorbet” (1:7) is notable for its depiction of Lecter’s
elaborate dinner party preparations, in which a montage sequence is
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used to effectively and efficiently conflate human and animal meat in the
kitchen space.19 As an example of sequential montage, conventional in
American cinema, this example would traditionally be considered in different theoretical terms to collisional montage. This consideration is because
the truncation of time and space serves to deliver information succinctly
rather than produce the kinds of sociopolitical provocations associated with
collisional montage in the previous example. However, this sequence in
Hannibal bridges these conventions to both unify extended time and disparate spaces and also produce the effect of collapsing spatial boundaries
between kitchen and crime scene.
Through montage, the sequence repeats three cycles of the same pattern in
order to reinforce this productive association: it cuts from a close-up of
Lecter choosing dishes from his recipe cards (Chicken Liver Pate, Braised
Beef Lungs, and Parmesan Crumbled Lambs Brains), which are elegantly
hand-written and organized in a filing system; then to his business-card rolodex, as he flicks through various service-people (Tailor, Book Shop Manager,
and an IT Consultant); to the preparation of raw meats and organs (liver,
lungs, and brains)—the source of which is not obviously human or animal;
and then finally to a medium-shot of Lecter, viewed from inside his fridge, as
he stores the prepared meats for later. Considered independently of each
other, these are potentially unrelated images that say nothing about the
source of Lecter’s meals; however, as Reisz and Millar state, the montage
sequence “must be conceived as a whole.”20 Therefore, spliced together in
this specific pattern, with the non-diegetic musical composition of Charles
Gaunod’s Faust: Part Two to create cohesion—as is typical of sequential
montage—this sequence indicates that these raw organs have been sourced
from the humans named on the chosen business cards and prepared as substitute for animal meat, in accordance with the chosen recipes.
Despite the sequential style of this montage sequence, I identify a collisional dialectic in this scene, which is facilitated by the iterative pattern
that produces gaps, interstices, and the illusion of continuity in Lecter’s
cooking process. According to Reisz and Millar, the only similarity between
Soviet collisional montage and American sequential montage is that both
constitute a series of images—a similarity so broad that it applies to the
moving image more generally. In this context, sequential montage is nothing more than “a convenient way of presenting a series of facts which are
necessary to the story but which have little emotional significance.”21
However, this montage sequence complicates this distinction between collisional and sequential montage. The series of images presented in this
sequence effectively communicates the passage of time and efficiently delivers a sequence of facts, yet also works to produce subversive meaning
through the collisional dynamics between these shots because the iteration
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and collisional pattern of this sequence implies that murders have occurred
in the interstices or thresholds between images. The montage sequence in
this episode thus produces abject horror through the use of editing cuts
and truncated continuity, since montage becomes in itself a murderous
“cutting” tool. This approach also resonates with Gilles Deleuze’s description of Eisensteinian montage as “the determination of the whole … by
means of continuities, cutting and false continuities,” which interprets the
effect of collisional montage in terms of a cohesive perspective on
intervals and in-betweens.22 Therefore, the iterative pattern conveyed in
this montage sequence works towards a similar aim as the collisional
montage in the episode “OEuf”: to inscribe the ethically savory images of
discrete recipe cards and business cards with the abject horror of unseen
murder that has taken place in the gaps facilitated by this montage sequence.
Meat is montage

In Fuller’s Hannibal, meat can be considered a corresponding object of
montage—that is, meat as montage—insofar as flesh is similarly sliced up
and constructed to challenge the acceptability of meat-eating in its association with cannibalism. The episode “Sakizuki” (2:2) contains a sequence in
which the represented relationship between meat, montage, and murder
relies on the serialized memory and knowledge of previous episodes in the
show, particularly in previously discussed episodes such as “OEuf” and
“Sorbet.” In “Sakizuki,” there is no doubt that the source of meat in
Lecter’s kitchen is human as he unwraps butcher’s paper to reveal a leg
with the foot still intact. He saws off the foot, cuts the remaining leg into
shanks, and cooks it in broth with vegetables. As Fuchs states, this
sequence is “finally confirming that the structure of intercutting dead
bodies with Hannibal in his kitchen or dining room, indeed, implicates
him in the murders in question.”23 Of course, there should already be no
doubt about this implication if the use of montage in previous episodes is
understood as a tool with productive effect, but the explicitness of this
sequence reveals something more compelling about the impact of collisional montage across the show.
What is more compelling about the montage sequence in “Sakizuki” is
that, as Fuchs suggests, its productive effect resonates intertextually across
the franchise, and specifically the show.24 As in the example from
“Aperitif,” this montage sequence begins at the forensics lab at the FBI—
the investigators are discussing a serial killer case in which a body has had
a leg removed (which, unbeknownst to the team, is actually the corpse of
the particular serial killer in question). As FBI investigator Jimmy Price
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asks, “What happened to his leg?” (2:2), the sequence cuts to a close-up of
a long package wrapped in butcher’s paper on a kitchen bench, which is
punctuated by the occurrence of sharp musical intervals. The scene cuts
back to the forensics lab, then back again to the kitchen, which this time
reveals Lecter in a mid-shot as he pushes the whole leg through an upright
kitchen bone saw. This image of the bone saw encapsulates the most compelling significance of this montage sequence: the cut is not only occurring
as a cinematic editing technique but—to recall Fuchs’s phrase—montage is
cannibalistically incorporated into the mise en scene of the image.25 This
approach resonates with how Eisenstein further considers the potential to
express “the direct application of montage practice to the theory of the
shot.”26 In this sense, through the overt representation of human meat, the
cut itself is not necessary as the shot is already an expression of montage
practices used throughout Hannibal.
The unequivocal image of Lecter cooking a human leg exemplifies the
notion that meat is montage because the collapsing of spatial boundaries is
represented by the mise en scene of the same shot. This representation perhaps demonstrates how Fuchs conceives of the interplay between cannibalism and intertextuality through the notion of "cannibalistic incorporation":
this sequence relies on an intertextual familiarity with the language of montage and editing already established in the show, in episodes such as
“OEuf” and “Sorbet.”27 This representation is also similar to the way that
montage and intertextuality work in tandem to introduce Lecter in the pilot
episode, “Aperitif.” However, unlike in the previous examples, this
“Sakizuki” sequence begins with a blatant declaration that this meat is
human, thus suggesting that here montage is not used to imply carnivorous
ambiguity in Lecter’s meals. Rather, in this sequence montage is a spectacle
that reflects back on itself. After the mid-shot of Lecter pushing the leg
through a bone saw, the sequence cuts back to the FBI forensics lab as
Crawford ponders “What did Dr. Lecter say?—” The montage sequence
cuts Crawford off almost mid-sentence in order to return to Lecter in his
kitchen, with a wide-shot of him from behind as he outstretches his arm
and discards the unwanted foot into his kitchen sink, before returning to
the forensics lab as Crawford completes his sentence: “ … the eye looks
beyond this world into the next and sees a reflection of man himself.”
Similarly, this sequence seems to participate in a process of textual selfreflection in which it constructs the mise en scene as—to recall Eisenstein’s
phrase quoted above— “the direct application of montage practice.”28
Therefore, in this scene montage effectively cannibalizes itself across a series of recognizable shots, cuts, and continuities—including a close-up of
Lecter’s recipe cards from the episode “Sorbet”—to produce a spectacle of
cannibalistic montage.
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Cannibalism as carnonormativity

The transgressive effect of montage in Fuller’s Hannibal is that it subverts
the normalization of meat-eating on television and in cinema. Writing
about television’s “carnonormativity,” Carrie P. Freeman identifies that in
mainstream media characters are assumed to be meat-eaters and this consumption is normalized as inherent to everyday life. She explains: “The
dominant way of viewing animals and food is through an anthropocentric
and carnistic lens, so television generally reflects this carnonormativity.
Likewise, most people portrayed on television are assumed to be carnists
by default unless proven otherwise.”29 The characters in Hannibal experience a carnonormative peace of mind that the food Lecter serves them is
animal meat (at least in Season 1, before he is suspected) and this reassurance corresponds with how Freeman describes the media landscape in
which meat-eating is conventional and unquestioned.30 This point is one
that Fuller’s Hannibal seems to subvert by conveying an equivocal association between meat-eating and cannibalism. Indeed, in an online interview
Fuller verifies that the show makes a deliberate association between cannibalism and the general eating of animal flesh in everyday life when he
explains that he and his culinary consultant, Jose Andres, approached the
meals as “meat is meat is meat is meat in terms of not judging eating a
human being versus eating an animal, and not making that distinction.”31
In this way, the show does not necessarily subvert carnonormativity, but
rather embraces it in order to challenge the everyday assumption that all
meat is animal.
There is also a spatial dimension to this carnonormativity, which is represented by the role of vegetarians at the dinner table. In Hannibal, vegetarianism and vegetarian characters are, like in most examples of vegetarian
characters in television and cinema, singled-out and marginalized. For
example, in the episode “Sorbet” (1:7) Lecter begins a dinner party by
standing at the head of his illustriously full table and exclaims, “I must
warn you all that nothing here is vegetarian.” While this expression is derisive towards vegetarianism, it emphasizes the meat-centrality—and thus
cannibalism—of his dinner party, which also paradoxically mocks carnonormative assumptions about the source of meat-based cuisines. Therefore,
this is a boastful emphasis on the carnivory of this dinner party by way of
mockery towards vegetarianism, which reveals an uncomfortable connection
between carnonormativity, slaughter, and cannibalism. Freeman suggests
“carnists know their meat was someone but can avoid acknowledging this
uncomfortable truth by maintaining a mental and physical distance from the
live animals and the slaughterhouse.”32 Freeman continues to explain that
vegetarian characters “disrupt this distance, not only through verbalizing
that meat is murder but also through eschewing meat products.”33
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In the episodes “Coquilles” (1:5) and “Trou Normand” (1:9), vegetarian
characters Phyllis “Bella” Crawford and Freddie Lounds are both marginalized at the dinner table, in separate scenes respectively, because of their ethical objection to animal cruelty and distaste for animal meat. In these
examples, Lecter continues to assume that all his dinner guests eat meat
when Bella abstains from eating foie gras —Lecter asks, “too rich?” she
replies, “too cruel” (1:5)—and he prepares Freddie a salad, admitting it
“never entered my head you might be a vegetarian” (1:9). It must be noted
that the marginalization of these vegetarian characters at the dinner table
risks undermining their ethical values—indeed, in my view, Freeman overstates the disruptive extent of this sentiment. Nonetheless, the expression of
“meat is murder” underscores the show’s conflation of the kitchen/dining
table space and crime scenes through montage with a conventional (derisive)
carnonormative treatment of vegetarians as other. As such, Lecter’s kitchen
and dining table are carnonormative spaces of cannibalism, which echo the
everyday use of these spaces for the consumption of animals.
Conclusion

While the Hannibal Lecter franchise more generally induces anxiety around
cannibalism, this analysis has examined how montage is used to subvert
the sociocultural boundaries between the crime scene and the kitchen/dining table. The examples I have considered in this analysis have depicted
how montage effectively produces a “cannibalizing” effect of its own, moving towards what Eisenstein identifies as “the compression of cinematographic factors and properties within a single dialectical formula of
conflict.”34 Drawing on the conceptualization of meat as montage, and thus
meat as murder, the physical anatomization of the body and the cinematic
image also leads to the notion that montage is indeed murder—itself monstrous. As Lecter’s sharp knife cuts through ambiguous raw flesh, so too is
the cinematic form sliced-up and then spliced back together to formulate
the kitchen and dining table as spaces of abject horror.
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